To identity of the background from video is one of the most important topic in 3D reconstruction about dynamic scenes,which would give a lot of information and give the simplest interpretation for the overall scene motion.This paper attempt to lift that limitation and the proposed techniques are based on the fact that the aforementioned motion characteristics of an object are lost not only in the case of wrong relative scales but also in the case of a wrong background identification,so will propose two techniques based on the independence criterion and the non-accidentalness principle.The independence criterion is applicable to any scene, however requires many frames to be statistically valid and needs variation in the motion parameters.
Introduction
Video understanding has a wide range of application within video indexing, robot navigation and human-computer interaction 1 . Mostly, motion features arise from the relative motion between the different objects in the scene and the camera.The assumption that the sensor remains stationary between the incidence of each video frame allows the use of statistical background modeling techniques for the detection of moving objects 2, 3 .3D reconstruction of dynamic scenes poses various challenges,in which the important and subtle one is to obtain unknown relative scale between the background and the foreground.Therefore,for many applications,background identification is the first step 4, 5 .
In a special cases that the background is also moving strongly in the video images, the background is often identified on the basis of 2D image related features,such as relative size, spread of texture 6 , visibility 7 , 8 , symmetry 9, 10 .However, the moving objects can almost fill the screen, can move behind the static scene, or can cover an entire image border. It must be noted that the figure/ground problem involves a depth ordering of the objects in the image.However,the objects are not always segmented according to their depth-ordering but possibly according to their 3D rigid motion which is a problem for traditional cues. If 3D analysis of these video shots is possible, it can offer more powerful solutions.The solutions are based on the motion constraints approach,which noted that there is a relative scale ambiguity between the reconstructions of independently moving components of a dynamic scene.It was shown that for relative scale values other than the actual one, the object trajectories lose some of the properties that are quite common in real-life objects. However in the methods described so far, the background had to be identified beforehand. If not, this adds an additional challenge.We will attempt to lift that limitation,and propose two techniques based on the independence criterion and the non-accidentalness principle.
Relative Scale between Background and Foreground
It is known that from an uncalibrated monocular image sequence, we can only come up with a reconstruction up to an unknown overall scale.Lack of information on the relative scales leads to one-parameter families of possible trajectories of the objects with respect to the static background.Consider the example of a video of a moving woman in market. Without incorporating further knowledge about the world, a computer cannot distinguish between a small object hovering in front of the camera and a real persion at a larger distance on the room.
For simplification,we assume that segmentation has been done as a preprocessing step 11 , and that the moving objects are rigid, we want to reconstruct the trajectories of the different dynamic parts of the scene with respect to each other. We require the segmentation to be sufficiently precise in order to enable an uncalibrated SfM algorithm to extract robust projection matrices 12 . When the scene contains different rigid parts, moving independently of each other, there is a problem in deciding on the relative scale of the translation, but not on the rotation.The relative rotations are fixed at each time instant and not affected by different scale factors unlike the relative translations. For each different relative scale factor between the background and the independently moving object, a different trajectory for the object relative to the background will result.
Consider an image sequence of a scene which is static except for one rigid, independently moving object. Additional moving objects can be dealt with similarly.Suppose we can compute the camera's orientation Unfortunately,uncalibrated SfM cannot extract the camera motion with respect to the background and the object at an absolute scale due to a scale ambiguity in the translation components.We are free to fix the scale for one, say the background, but there still remains the relative scale to deal with.As we do not know which scale to apply, each incorrect scale 1 s ≠ applied to x t will yield a different object trajectory os
Merging Eqs. (1) and (2) the resulting object trajectory statistically the most independent of the camera's trajectory.Such properties are not only lost when a wrong relative scale is chosen but also when a wrong scene element is used as the 'background'.If the true object and camera motion are not linearly dependent, a linear dependence will only appear for the wrong relative scales.
To give an intuitive feeling,consider a scenario where a camera is moving slowly on a linear path and an object is moving randomly in front of the camera. The camera path and the object path would look quite dissimilar.However, if we consider the moving object as the static background, the actual background would look as if it moves randomly and the camera path would also have this motion in addition to its own linear path.
Hence, a linear dependence pops up between the camera path and the background path. To state it more formally, let us write the camera motion and the background motion matrices relative to the moving object. The relative motion of the background is the inverse of the object motion: (5) and the camera motion relative to the moving object can be derived as: (6) Apparently, the translation components of bo T and co T become linearly dependent due to the additive components
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Background Identification with Non-accidentalness Constraint
As to the non-accidentalness criterion, we exploit the fact that the additive components from the camera trajectory at the wrong relative scales would cause the object motion to lose special properties which many typical moving objects in real life possess. Many types of moving objects, such as humans, bikes etc. have a natural frontal side and therefore heading direction.Hence, these heading directions or vectors are usually parallel to the tangent of the object trajectory. The mathematical equation describing this heading constraint is:
where ij o R is the rotation of the object from frame i to frame j . ij l is a scale factor due to acceleration.
i o v is the tangent to the object's trajectory at frame i which can be approximated by: (8) where i o g is the position of the centroid of the object at th i frame.This is a valid approximation since we generally use video sequences with relatively high frame rates. A similar expression is also used for the approximation of the camera velocities.
Eq. (7) prescribes that the trajectory tangent vector remains tangent when rigidly attached to the object.It describes a coupling between the object translation and the rotation. We expect such a coupling to vanish in the case of a wrong relative scale due to added camera components.Unlike for the independence criterion,theoretically two frames can be enough to solve for the relative scale and could use a RANSAC 13 scheme to estimate it robustly.
But, the heading constraint is not symmetrically defined.In other words,if an object is moving according to the heading constraint, it does not necessarily mean that the background's relative motion with respect to the object also complies with the heading constraint.We use the asymmetrical nature of the heading constraint for the detection of the background. However, the uncertainty about the relative scale between the different reconstructions of the objects in the scene should be taken into account. Fig.1 show one of the four input sequences on which we tested our strategy. A woman is taking a walk in indoor space. During the course of the video clip, the person moves rigidly with the bag so both are reconstructed as a single object. The camera's motion with respect to the static background is mostly backwards although with arbitrary movements. This motion enables us to reconstruct the indoor scenes itself. 
5.Experiment and Result

Conclusion
Tthe background could be identified as the object.The independence criterion is applicable to any scene, however requires many frames to be statistically valid and needs variation in the motion parameters.On the other hand,the heading constraint is rather practical,since it requires a small number of frames and many real world objects follow non-holonomic motion. However it has certain degenerate cases, such as when all the objects follow linear paths in the same direction. Although we conducted successful experiments, we are aware that there are still some unexplored phenomena. This work may also pave the way towards a wider rank constraint. The background tends to be the object which results in the smallest overall rank of the object motions in the scene. An optimal method which combines all the proposed methods should be investigated further. An interesting study would be whether human visual system is using such kind of motion simplicity assumptions to detect an object as the background.
